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Learn to communicate effectively while traveling in just 5 hours! Have you always wanted to learn

Spanish but never found the time or the right teacher? Do you want to explore your travel

destination on your own but are concerned because you don't know Spanish? Did you study

Spanish in school but find yourself unable to construct even simple sentences in Spanish? This

book is for travelers in need of a Spanish beginners or refresher course. Due to our unique method

of teaching, you will be amazed at how much Spanish you will learn and retain in just five hours.

What makes this Spanish course special?  Our breakthrough method allows you to retain most if not

all of what you learn and immediately put it to use. The key is interactivity: Instead of making you

repeat words and sentences, you are encouraged to think and apply what you learn. Using the

words and concepts you learn throughout the course, you will build Spanish sentences and

translate Spanish sentences into English right from the start. The course also makes use of the

many similarities between English and Spanish, so you can associate new Spanish words with

English words you already know. You'll learn relevant words and sentences that you can put to use

immediately. This will allow you to reinforce what you've learned through real life practice and

motivate you to complete the course.  This course only takes about five hours to complete. Many

people buy expensive Spanish courses and never find the time to complete the course. But you

should be able to find five hours. Even if you only study for half an hour each day, you'll be done in

a little more than a week! Learning should be fun and rewarding. It is hard to describe the pleasure

you experience when you manage to construct complete sentences in Spanish after just half an

hour into the course. In addition, the course is peppered with quotes and anecdotes, keeping the

learning fun and exciting!
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My friend recommended this book to me since she used "Spanish for the busy housewife" and she

found it to be very useful. I do not have an easy time learning languages, and I was very pleasantly

surprised to see how quickly I was able to start communicating in spanish. If you are planning to

travel and would like a book that will prepare you with words and phrases that a traveler would find

helpful, this is a good way to learn the basics of a language.

exelent and very user friendly!

I've tried apps, songs, books, YouTube videos, looking stuff up in a Spanish dictionary, and Google

Translate. This book along with the audio book has tied it all together and I can't wait to try speaking

on my next airline trip to South America.

This is an excellent book for someone who wants to learn basic Spanish fast. It is a fun and very

imaginative- yet intuitive way , to learn Spanish. I would recommend it highly. It would be useful to

also include some phonetic guidance for pronunciation to instill good practices from the beginning.
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